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18. Fundamental Theory of Toothed Gearing (III).

:By Ianeo YA31:ADA.
Department of Applied Dynamics, T6hoku University, Sendai.

(Comm. by T. KUBOTA, M.J.A., Feb. 12, 1949.)

Suppose that a pair of pitch curves i:1 and K. and a pair of profile curves

Jl and invariably connected with K1 and K.o be given. Let P be a common

pitch point at a certain instant, C be the point of contact of /1 and F.2 cor-

responding to P. Suppose that after infinitesimal time interval dt two points

.P and P on K and K and two points Ct and C. on F1 and ffo may respective-

ly come to the point of contact. Denote by ds the length of the arc PPI, and

consequently hat of PP, and by d_p and d2 the lengths of the arcs CC and

CC respectively. The pitch curve K is oriented and accordingly ds hs a sign

positive or negative. We shall give also a sign to d/); d_p is positive or negative

according as the part of arc d_p of the profile curve F is of positive or negative

type.

1. Sliding of profile curves.

At the sliding contact motion of and ivo during the time dt the point 0

on / slides along for the distance dlg.,.-d19 and consequently its velocity

%, is given by

d

% is named the velocity of sliding of (at the point C on .o).
manner the velocity of sliding of F.. may be defined:

dt

In like

Evidently %, and %0. have the same absolute value and the different signs.

Denoted by o and o respectively the instant angular velocities of K, and

K.o at their rolling contact motions, and we say that the sign of the angular

velocity o is positive or negative according as K rotates clockwise or counter-clock-

wise. Denoting by a, and a: the radii of curvature of K1 and Ko. respectively

at the instant common pitch point P we have

1 ds 1 ds( 2 ) ,- oo.-
a dt no. dt

Let o denote the relative rolling angular velocity of K to Ko, then obviously

o w eo.o and accordingly from (2)
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1 1)ds(3) o=
al a dt

Next, let r be the length of the segment of the straight line coimecting P
with the point of contact C of P, and Fs, and give r a positive or negative sign

in such a mmmer as we have explained at he beginning of the report (II), then

*he velocity , of C is represented by ’, that is,

( ), %,- .
a a dt

Similarly

1 1) ds( ) .= .
a al dt

From (4) follows immediately:

Profile curves mae rolling contact motio without sliding if and only

f they coincide wth their Tit& cu’ves.

Now, we may consider the acceleration of C: w,. Denoting by t and wn
its angential and normal component, we have, is well known,

where m denotes the radius of curvature of the mate of F at C.

In particular, when I(1 mid K are both circles artd their rotations are of

construct velocities, we have by (4) and (5) above obtained, and (2) in the

report (I[)

(6), a ao. \ dt /

and

(6)
ds_ cos 0,

ai

and further from (6) and

(7)

Therefore, from (4), (6) and (7) is derived the followfi.g:
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Theorem 1. Given a pai" of 2itch ci’cles which make ’olling contact

motion with constant velocity of ’otation and a 29ai" of p’ofile cu’ves

inva’iably connected with those pitch ci’des. The velocities of sliding at any

29oint of contact of the p’ofile cu,rvcs a’e p’o29ortional to the distaq,ce f’om the

29oint to the 2itch 2oi,t co’’esponding to it, and the tangential components of
the accele’ations a’e Tq’opo’tional to the cosiqv of the angle betweeq, the st,raight

line connecting the point of contact with the pitch point co,responding to

and the coinmon tangent to the pitch cu,r,es at the pitch point.
the ’atio of the normal components of the accele’ations is equal to tk e ’atio of
the ’adii of cu’vatu’e of the 2’ofile

2. The types of profile curves.

Whe we particularly adopt the rollig curve lif. as one of the pitch curves

l md 1(, we have fron: (4)

d a a dt d an+ dt

Co).scquently we have the followitg rolatios (9) betweel-,, the arc letagth ds of the

pitch curve K ald the arc lev,gth d_p of the profile curve F correspotding to it:

I accordance with (9) we cmt derive the following theorem coD.cerning the types

of roulettes namely, of profile curves.

Theorem 2. Let a cu’ve 1( with the qatu’al euatio a,+=a(s) ’oll

ithout sliding alny a cu’ve I( with the natu’al equation a=a(). In the
1 1 1

the +’o+lette F d+’aw++ by a point C fixed at K is of positive type as fan" as

the point C exists on the left side of the co’mon tangent of K and 1( at th,e

common pitch oint, and negative type as fa" as C exists on the ,right side.

In the ’ange, vhe’e 1 1

Moreover we have the followiDg theorem cmcerD.ig the assortion of the

types of a pair of profile curves.

Theorem 3. Let the natu’al equatns of a
K and q’olling cu’ve I( be a=a(s), a=a(s) and a=a,.(s) ’esTectively.

Z the q’ange of s, t,he’e the cuq’vatu’e
a(s) of I5 is la’ge" o,v smaller" tha

both of the q’adii ( cuq’atu’e
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ords, both 1 and K exist on one sidv of K, th samv type parts of F and

.F m’v in esh, and in thv ’ange, wherv 1 vxists between _1__ and
a,.(s)

1
a:(s) " that is, I( exists betwee Ig, and K, the different type 2arts of F,

and ’ are 4 mesh.

By Theorem 5 in the repor (II), a, the radius of curvature /, is equal

to the length of the segment cntten off by the normal to the path of contact F on

the perpendicular PoNo to the initial line PoTo at the pole zO0. Colequently,

when both the pitch curves K, and/ are circles, we can state Theorem 3 ia the

following manner.

Theorem 4. Given a pair of pitch circles O, and O touching at a point
t)o and a oath of contact F settled at their conmon tangent PoTo. Let M be

the point at w.ich a normal to F ntersects the straight line 00.,, connecting
the centers of circles O ond 0.,,. As far as M exists on the one of the two loarts
of the center line 00.,, divided by the two points Ot and 0.,,, on q,vhich part the

point 1)o is contained, are in mesh the same type oarts of the orofile curves

corvsloonding to I\ }Vhen M exists on the oart not containing Po, are in

mesh the different tyTe parts of the profile curves are in mesh.

3. Specific slidings of profile curves.

Now we proceed to define

gp--dp, gp, -4p.,.(:tO)

and name them respectively fle spcifi slidings of the profile curves / and /

(at the poin on/’ and/). When he same yp pars of and ar in

msh, hn a and a hav differen signs. When he dfft’ren yp pars ar in

mesh, a and a have he same sign and are both negative. In addition, from

(10) evidently follows the relation"

GI G2

From (1) and (10) we have

(12) a v,l dr--’ a, v dt

Substitutilg (4) and (8) into (12), we have

a’(s) a (s)
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From this follows immediately the fact"

For any grofile curvcs with the same pitch curves and rolling cur:e the

specific slidings at th,e points of contact corresponding to thc same pitch point

are all equal, wherever a drawing point s set at the q’olling curq:e.

When the equation q’--f(s) of ?,he profile curve F is given, we have, sub-

stituting Equation (8) in the report (H) into the above equation (13),

,,, _,,,(s)_ ( 1.

(-)
1-()-(<()

{/(*)} -f@)’f

a,(s)//k f(s)V’l--{f’(s)}-= a(,)/"
When the equation q’= g(O) of the path of contact is given we have, substituting

Equation (14) in the report (II) irto the above equation (13)

1 1

,--,(0)=
sin 0 oos 0 1

I(o)l’
(15) 1 1

:=:(o)= a(.<o)) o,,(<e))
sin O cos 0 1

where g(O)(o)= t e

4. The radii of curvature of profile curves.

We denote by m the radius of curvature of the profile curve F at the point

C on F. As we have defined, the infinitesimal arc dp of F is oriented, accord-
ng to this orientation we give qna positive or negative sign by the method we

have already explained at the beginning of the report (II). Then we have

(lS) m dp namely, d.p___ -+-_

__
sin tl,

q" +/-v ds sin/91 ds r+/-n

where we take, from double signs +/- before m + if F is of positive type and
if F of negative type. follows from (S) aad (16)

This is the formula of Savary concerning the radius curvature of a roulette drawn
by a point fixed at a curve ./(, when K rolls without sliding along a curve K.
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From (17) we can derive the relation between the radii of curvature n and

qn of a pair of profile curves F, and F a a point of contact:

(1.8) 1 1 __( 1 1 )lsinOl,
where out o he double signs before m and m in total our sig , we

assort the same two if and F are of the same type, and the different two if

and F: are of the different types.

Substiuti (17) and (18) into (13) we have

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

Now we shall consider a profile curve F and a paralle] profile curve

with the distance a from _F. Denote by Kr and K respectively the rolling"

curves for F and Y*, and let a.= a(s) and a a(s) be the natural equa-

tions of I( ad K respectively. By Equation (5) in the report

derive

(0) _+ 1 __( 1 1 )isinO].ar ar 9"

Comparing (20) with (17), we obtain the following

Theorem 5. Let F and F* be two 2a’allel 2’ofile cuq’es 4n’a’iably

connected ivi h a pitch cu’ve K, and let K, KY and C, Ca be the ’olling

cu’vcs and dq’awing 2oitts fo" F aqd F* q’espectiely. e q’ovlettc

by C, vhen K. q’olls ithout sliding along K, is a ci’cula" a’c ivith C* as

its center" and the distance of F and F* as its q’adius.

If we denote this circular arc by F, then by the Camus’ theorem in the

report (I) the curve Y and F are a pair of profile curves having the curves

K and K as a pair of pitch curves.

In conclusion I express my hearty thanks to Prof. T. Kubota, 5I.J.A. who

has given me kind guidance for the researckes, and in addition I am obliged to

him for communicating this paper.


